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NEO BEAUTY BCN, S.L.U
Oficina: AVDA. CARRILET, 243, PLANTA 1, PUERTA 3B,
L'HOSPITALET DE LLOBREGAT (08907 BARCELONA)
www.neobeautybcn.com
info@neobeautybcn.com
+34 629 523 166
BROSSAGE

RADIO FRECUENCY MONOPOLAR

CEPILLOS ROTATIVOS

Art. IB-RF02
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NOTICE

Attention Before operation,please read below information carefully.
Treatment attention:

1. Select proper treatment head according to specific body part.
2. The intensity should be adjusted from weak to strong, to avoid Sudden strong
stimulation that makes the client get unnecessary fear
3. When make treatment, if the body feel pain or the skin become red and imprint,
should stop the treatment at once
4. The treatment head should move slowly on the surface of skin, don’t leave on any
body part for too long time.
5. During treatment, it is forbidden to wear any metallic article.
Taboo:

1. It is forbidden to apply treatment to pregnant women.
2. It is forbidden to apply treatment to epileptic and psychopath.
3. If people having fever, infection, skin disease(whelk,tetter,herpes) fresh scar
wound, serious chronic disease(cancer,AIDS,hepatitis, blood disease etc.)or cruor
disease, heart disease, it is for bidden to be applied the treatment.
4. If people having phlebitis, having medical operation in two months(vein
cirrhosis),having varicosity disease or limb trouble, it is forbidden to be applied the
treatment.
5. If people taking medicine such as anti inflamed medicine, anticoagulant, antibiotics
and so on for a long time, and the skin is easy to be bruise after light impact, please
inquiry the doctor before applying the treatment.

FUNCTION AND PRINCIPLE
•

Skin therapy

Function: rise and frap skin, whiten and tender skin, control dark Sore, reduce wrinkle,
frap loose belly after giving birth.
Principle: Double pole radio frequency beauty function, it employ frequent swtich
current. When the current pass through body tissue, it can make effect to the electron

and generate the phenomena polarization electron movement and make electron
impact each other, rotating and twisting, which can generate biology heat energy and

increase the temperature deep inside of the skin. In this way to Promote collagen fibre
to frap and reborn collagen albumen, therefore can remove wrinkle and frap and tender
skin.
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Curing symptom:

1.
2.
3.
4.
•

Crow-feet
Blepharoptosis
Sagging of face and chin
Other sin ageing symptom
Fat therapy

Function: Burning fat, slimming body, improve astriction, strengthen elasticity.

Principle: Double pole frequency resonate with body biology electricity, make fat cell

break down, frap and release, meanwhile promote lymph system detoxin and accelerate
blood circulation, improve metabolism.
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Advantage:
No
No
No
No
No

operation
intrude
blood
pain
scar

No wound
No need convalescence
Short treatment time
Rapid effect
Long keep

PANEL AND ACCESSORY

OPERATION STEP AND ATTENTION
Operation step:
1.

Clean skin.

3.

Connect the treatment heads to the instrument. Start the instrument.

2.
4.
5.
6.

Connect the instrument to power supply.
Client lies flat, and hold the metal stick.

Spread beauty cream on the surface of treatment parts evenly.

According to treatment part, choose proper treatment head, select the
following output setting.
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•

Put the button FACE WRINKLE, time display 15 minutes, intensity display 11;

•

Put the button BUTTOCKS LIFTING, time display 30 minutes, intensity display 8;

•
•
•

Put the button FACE LIFTING, time display 15 minutes, intensity display 9

Put the button BELLY WRINKLE, time display 45 minutes, intensity display 10

Put the button BODY SLIMMING, time display 45 minutes, intensity display 8.
7.

Put the button START/PAUSE, the instrument start working, time decrease

8.

After choose the output mode, the working time and intensity can also be

9.

gradually, and The blue sall point on the screen begin to flash.
adjusted according to specific demand.

10.

Time goes to zero, the operation is end.
Clean and sterilize the accessories.

Treatment attention:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

During operation, because of individual difference, so need to communicate with

client and know their feeling ,should adjust the intensity according to specific
demand.

For the treatment of sensitive part, can adjust the intensity to 3 to 5,which is
subject to client’s specific condition.

For the small treatment head ,the current is concentrated, the intensity should

be adjusted to smaller; For the big treatment head, the current is dispersed, the
intensity should be adjusted to bigger

Treatment head should conitnuous move upon skin, should not stay In a part for
more than 3 seconds.

If continuous using for half an hour, should stop the operation and rest it for at

least 10 minutes for the next operation, in this way can extend the life of
Instrument.
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OPERATION GUIDE
Attention: During treatment, there must be no direct body touch between the
client and any other people, the beautician should wear insulating glove, in
this way to avoid unnecessary injury.
1. Picture guide for face

A. Lift chin, improve mouth’s feet

(Use 2# 3# 4# 5# treatment head)

B. Lift cheek, improve face loose

(Use 2# 3# 4# 5# treatment head)

C. Improve crow’s feet

(Use 3# 4# 5# treatment head)

D. Improve forehead wrinkle

(Use 2# 3# treatment head)

E. Get rid of eye pouch and dark eye socket.

(Use 6# 7# treatment head)

2. Picture guide for belly

(Use 1# treatment head)

F. Clockwise movement

G. Anticlockwise movement

H. Movement from down to up

3. Picture guide for thigh

(Use 1# treatment head)

I. Movement from inside to outside, from down to up

4. Picture guide for breast lifting

(Use 1# treatment head)
K. Lift from down to up

5. Picture guide for hips lifting

(Use1# treatment head)

J. Lift from outside to inside, from down to up
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TECHNICAL PARAMETER AND SOLUTIONS FOR SIMPLE FAILURE
FAILURE
POWER ON, THE
MACHINE IS NO
RESPONSE
NO OUTPUT

DURING WORKING,
THE MAIN MACHINE
IS OVERHEAT
NO POWER

VOLTAGE

240/110 V

SOLUTION
check wether the power supply is in good connection with
main machine
check wether the power switch is on
check whether the accessory is in good and right connection
with the out put port of main machine
using For too long time,Power off and naturally cool Down
check whether electricity voltage is correct(need
Professional People to check)
check the fuse, if broken need to replace it.

POWER

HZ.

100 W

50/60 Hz

SIZE
54 x 40 x 23
cm

PACKING LIST
NAME
Main machine
Big RF handle
Small RF handle
Metal stick
Treatment head
Power wire
Fuse
Instruction

NOTICE
1.
2.
3.

UNIT
set
Pc
Pc
Pc
set
Strip
Pc
Pc

QTY
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1

REMARK

7 treatment heads

The instrument has been delivered with full items, when received the
instrument, please check all the accessories whether something is missing,
and refer to our packing list.
If something is broken during transportation, please report to the dealer and
send us a copy information.
Please reserve the original packing items, when need maintain, it is necessary
to send us the instrument with original packing.
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SAFETY NOTICE

1.

The machine is professional instrument for beauty salon, in order to avoid

2.

Do not disassemble the machine or operate the machine that not explained

3.
4.

any unnecessary hurt, need professional beautician to make operation.

in the instruction book. All the maintenance services shall be carried out by
the professional maintenance technician approved by our company.

Do not install or operate the machine with wet hands or near the water
sources so as to avoid the liquid spraying/swashing over the machine.

Pull out the plug and connect with the maintenance service center in the
following cases:
•

A. liquid spray/swash over the machine or the machine get caught

•

B. the machine has peculiar smell, fume/ smog or abnormal noise.

•
•

in rain or water.

C. power wires damaged or scratched.

D. instrument fell down or the shell damaged.

5.

Do not put any item on the power wires, or install the instrument in the

6.

Pull out the power wires at the end of use for the sake of safety.

7.

place where its power wires will be trampled.

Do not insert any type of item into the instrument opening; otherwise there

will be a fire or electric shock. In case of something fell into the opening but
you could not take it out, please pull out the power wires and connect with

8.
9.
10.
11.

the dealer or our company.

Do not put the instrument on the unstable trolley, shelf or vehicle, if fall
down, the instrument may be damaged.

To guarantee the life circle of this machine, the interval of the continuous
switch on and off should be over one minute.

The power shall comply with the specification specified in the label, otherwise
the machine will not run or run abnormally, even be burnt out.
The company has right to revise or amend this manual.

The company reserves all the rights of interpreting the information mentioned
above.
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Attention:
If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by manufacturer, its service agent
or similarly qualified persons in order to avoid a hazard.
This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced
physical, sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless
they have been given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance by
a person responsible for their safety.
Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance.

